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Comment on ‘‘Reversing the perturbation in nonequilibrium molecular dynamics: An easy way to
calculate the shear viscosity of fluids’’
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Müller-Plathe@Phys. Rev. E59, 4894 ~1999!# gives a velocity exchange method that creates a shear mo-
mentum flux. Measurement of the mean velocity gradient allows the determination of the shear viscosity. Low
gradients are achieved when the time interval between exchanges is large~low frequency!. We show that low
frequency does not produce a steady shear flow while a weaker, but continuous exchange, does have a steady
flow.
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Müller-Plathe ~MP! has presented a velocity exchan
method by which either shear viscosity@1# or thermal con-
ductivity @2# may be calculated in a molecular dynami
simulation. In this method the flux is created by the excha
while the resulting gradient is measured. This is the reve
of the usual procedure, but it may be advantageous in ca
lating thermal conductivity of complex molecules. Here w
will discuss only the shear flow scheme: a selected pai
atoms, separated by a known distance iny, exchange theirx
component of velocity and thereby cause a flux of mom
tum Pxy . The selected atom pair have the extremex velocity
values within their respective spatial region. This proces
repeated everyW time steps~W is the parameter that dete
mines the exchange frequency!. The system response is th
establishment of a mean velocity gradient between the a
pair. Consider a periodic system divided intom bins in they
direction. At the exchange time the atom in the first bin w
the most negativex velocity exchanges itsx velocity with the
atom in binm/211 which has the most positivex velocity.
The resulting mean velocity is periodic iny with a negative
~positive! gradient in the lower~upper! half of the system.

MP presents mean velocity profiles with values ofW
53, 15, 60, 300, and 1200@1#. The two lower values resul
in nonlinear velocity gradients. Our concern is in the larg
values ofW and how the system behaves between the
changes. Note that an upper limit onW, which corresponds
to a lower limit on the flux, is the level of thermal nois
within the system. We find that large values ofW ~5320!
produce an unsteady shear flow, and thus a possible com
cation in the extrapolation of results to low gradient valu
when the transport coefficient has a rate dependence@3#.

To illustrate the unsteady nature, we examine the poten
part of the shear viscosity in a very dense fluid where
kinetic contribution is small. In an equilibrium system th
pair distribution function is isotropic and only depends up
the atom separation. When this isotropic distribution is d
torted by the shearing motion then a term with the symme
of shearing motion is established and it is this term t
determines the potential part of the shear stress. Thus
pair distribution function in a shear flow may be expanded
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spherical harmonics@4,5# and the first order approximatio
of the potential contribution to viscosity is dependent on
term with the symmetry ofxy/r 2 when thex component of
velocity has a gradient in they direction. Hence we examine
the temporal behavior ofxy/r 2 versusr for all pairs of at-
oms. UsingW5320 we break the time interval between e
changes into eight subintervals of 40 time steps each
gather the pairwise probability ofxy/r 2 within each subinter-
val, the total number of exchanges is 330. We do find
nonsteady nature in this shear distribution function and
corresponding nonsteady nature in the mean velocity gr
ent when it is also broken into subinterval averages, see
1. We have used a Lennard-Jones~LJ! potential with a cutoff
of 2.5s, the reduced temperature is 0.72 and the redu
density is 0.844. The number of atoms is 1500, they width is
25.2s, and the other two dimensions are 8.4s. The total
number of time steps is 105 with dt50.007. We speculate
that the temperature profiles that are not parabolic in nat
see Fig. 4~a! in MP, are created by the pulses of heat gene

FIG. 1. The shear pair distribution function has a temporal
pendence with respect to the exchange time ofW5320 time steps
~there are eight periods between exchanges, periods 3 and 6
shown!. A higher frequency of exchange,W530, and a more steady
flow, increases the radial extent of the positive correlation~the
curve is displaced by 0.1 for clarity and the time average is over
time periods!.
©2002 The American Physical Society01-1
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tion that will occur in the low frequency exchange simu
tions.

It is possible to make a more steady shearing system
the exchange concept and to do that we have also comp
a system in which only a fraction of the velocity is e
changed at every step. Let the selected atom pair have
locities v1 , v2 before the exchange andv18 , v28 after the
exchange. Usingv185(12 f )v11 f v2 and v285 f v11(1
2 f )v2 with f 51 produces the original full exchang
method and this exchange is done at an interval ofW time
steps. Our modification is to setf 51/W and do the exchang
at everystep. On each step the atom pair that have the
treme velocities may be different, but we find that the ma
nitude of the velocity difference shows little variation fro

FIG. 2. The shear pair distribution function with a continuo
velocity exchange, with the fractionf 51/320 of the velocity ex-
changed every time step, does not have the temporal depend
seen in Fig. 1~the same time periods are shown in both figures!.
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step to step~implying that the velocity distribution is quite
steady!. With this continuous-exchange method we find th
the shear distribution function does not indicate any tempo
changes as in the first method, see Fig. 2 where the frac
value is f 51/320. Linear momentum is conserved, but n
total energy energy in this continuous method, and so
have used a Gaussian control of mean temperature in
methods given here~see also MP!. Another way which main-
tains the advantages of the original scheme~and suggested
by Müller-Plathe@5#!, is the simple remedy of reducing th
desired velocity difference in selecting the atom pair. Hen
linear momentum, system energy, and the exchange
quency may be held constant while obtaining viscosities
various levels of strain rate. We have not done this but exp
that results similar to that seen in our continuous meth
would be obtained.

Bounds on the exchange frequency which maintain
steady shear flow may be estimated in two ways: the M
well relaxation timetM5h/G, where G is the high fre-
quency shear modulus@6,7# and h is the shear viscosity
provides one estimate and linear response theory prov
another. Using linear response theory the decay of a w
perturbation that produces shearing motion may be equ
to the decay of the stress autocorrelation in an equilibri
system@8#. For the LJ state point of interest here the au
correlation decays to zero in two time units@3#, and with a
time step of 0.007, this implies that an exchange withW
.286 will produce periods of no mean shear before the n
exchange occurs, as seen in Fig. 1. In addition to using th
estimates one can gather information with respect to the
change time, as was done in generating Fig. 1, and determ
an exchange frequency with the desired response for the
point of interest.
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